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ABSTRACT5

As is well known, pulsars are extremely stable rotators. However, although slowly, they spin down thanks6

to brake mechanisms, which are in fact still subject of intense investigation in the literature. Since pulsars are7

usually modelled as highly magnetized neutron stars that emit beams of electromagnetic radiation out of their8

magnetic poles, it is reasonable to consider that the spindown has to do with a magnetic brake. Although an9

interesting and simple idea, a pure magnetic brake is not able to adequately account for the spindown rate. Thus,10

many alternative spindown mechanisms appear in the literature, among them the pulsar wind model, where a11

wind of particles coming from the pulsar itself can carry part of its rotational kinetic energy. Such a spindown12

mechanism depends critically on three parameters, namely, the dipole magnetic field B, the angle between the13

magnetic and rotation axes (φ), and the density of primary particles (ζ) of the pulsar’s magnetosphere. Differently14

from a series of articles in this subject, we consider for the first time in the literature a statistical modelling15

which includes a combination of a dipole magnetic and wind brakes. As a result, we are able to constrain the16

above referred parameters in particular for Crab and Vela pulsars.17

Subject headings: pulsars: individual (PSR B0833-45, PSR B0531+21) – stars: fundamental parameters – stars:18

neutron19

1. INTRODUCTION20

As is well known, Pulsars, which is usually associated with21

rotating neutron stars (NSs), have extremely stable rotating22

periods. In particular the so-called rotation-powered pulsars23

(RPPs) emit radiation by means of their rotational kinetic ener-24

gies, as a result their periods increase, i.e., they spindown (Os-25

triker & Gunn 1969; Gunn & Ostriker 1969). The electromag-26

netic energy emitted by a pulsar, in this case, come from its27

rotational kinetic energy (see e.g., Landau & Lifshitz 1975;28

Padmanabhan 2001).29

It is very likely that pulsars, due to their dynamic nature,30

should always present important temporal changes in some as-31

trophysical quantities. In particular, increases in the rotational32

periods, for example, are usually quite small. The Crab Pulsar33

(PSR B0531+21), for example, which has a period of ∼ 33 ms,34

has a period increase rate of ' 4.2 × 10−13 s/s. While the Vela35

Pulsar (PSR J0835-4510 or PSR B0833-45) has a spin period36

of ∼ 89 ms and a spindown rate of ' 1.25 × 10−13 s/s 4.37

A long standing issue is to understand how exactly the pul-38

sars spindown. The magnetic dipole radiation model is a sim-39

ple and interesting proposal to explain the spindown. However,40

such a model predict that the brake index, a dimensionless41

quantity that relates the period and its first and second time42

derivatives, is exactly equal to three, which is not observation-43

ally corroborated. In addition to that, the estimation of the44

dipole magnetic field is subject to several uncertainties. For45

instance, several analysis suggests that should not be disregard46

the possibility of multipolar magnetic field in highly magne-47

tized stars (see, e.g, de Lima et al. 2020). Indeed, NICER’s48
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X-ray data from PSR J0030+0451 has recently led to the first49

map of the hot spots on the surface of a star (see Riley et al.50

2019; Bogdanov et al. 2019). The hot spots are far from an-51

tipodal, meaning that the magnetic field structure of a pulsar is52

much more complex.53

The fact that no pulsar has a braking index equal to three54

implies the need to consider more elaborate spindown models.55

One such a model is the so-called pulsar wind model (see Xu &56

Qiao 2001; Kou & Tong 2015; Tong & Kou 2017), which we57

consider in the present work. We shall see later in this paper58

that different values of braking index is naturally the case59

whenever pulsar wind mechanism also features in the energy60

loss budget of pulsars, along with the classic magnetic dipole61

radiation. In addition, observations of intermittent pulsars62

showed explicitly the substantial role of particle wind in pulsar63

spindown (see Kramer et al. 2006). Magnetohydrodynamics64

simulations also found similar expressions to the wind braking65

model (see e.g., Spitkovsky 2006). In the next section, we66

briefly review such a model.67

It is worth mentioning that there are several scenarios that68

challenge the classic magnetic dipole model, like the one in-69

volving the accretion of fall-back material via a circumstellar70

disk (Chen & Li 2016), and modified canonical models to71

explain the observed braking index ranges (see Allen & Hor-72

vath 1997; Magalhaes et al. 2012; Ekşi et al. 2016; de Araujo73

et al. 2016a,b,c, 2017, among others, and references therein74

for further models). Another interesting model for the brake is75

the quantum vacuum friction. We refer the reader to Coelho76

et al. (2016) for details. Therefore, energy loss mechanisms77

for pulsars are still under continuous debate.78

As already mentioned we consider here the pulsar wind79

model, but following a different approach than that usually80

adopted in the literature. By means of a statistical model, we81

analyze in particular three relevant parameters of the wind82

model, namely, B, φ, ζ, the dipole magnetic field, the initial an-83

gle between the rotation and magnetic axes, and the parameter84

related to the density of primary particles of the magnetosphere,85

respectively.86

The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,87
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we revise the pulsar wind model, in Section 3, we present88

the statistical model to analyze the parameters B, φ and ζ for89

the Crab and Vela pulsars. The results and discussions are90

presented in Section 4. The main conclusions are summarized91

in Section 5.92

2. PULSAR WIND MODEL93

In this section we briefly review the pulsar wind model94

as originally put forward by Xu & Qiao (2001) in order to95

elucidate the physical ideas involved.96

Let us consider the pulsar as an oblique rotator that has97

two components of magnetic dipole: one parallel and other98

perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the pulsar. The perpen-99

dicular component is responsible for the energy loss by the100

magnetic dipole radiation (see e.g., Landau & Lifshitz 1975;101

Padmanabhan 2001), whereas the parallel component is related102

to the acceleration of particles (see Li et al. 2014). Then, the103

phenomenon of pulsar wind is basically an energy loss mecha-104

nism due to the classic magnetic dipole radiation and particle105

acceleration (see Kou & Tong 2015; Tong & Kou 2017).106

The energy loss due to particle wind depends on the so-107

called acceleration potential drop, ∆v, given by (Xu & Qiao108

2001)109

Ėwind = 2πr2
pcρe∆v, (1)

where rp = R(RΩ/c)1/2 is polar gap radius, c is the speed of110

light, ρe is the primary particle density, and ∆v is the corre-111

sponding acceleration potential in the acceleration gap. The112

density of primary particles is related to the Goldreich–Julian113

charge density by ρe = ζρGJ (Goldreich & Julian 1969), being114

ζ a coefficient which can be constrained by observations. It is115

important to note that ζ is related to the primary particles in116

the acceleration gap but not to the total outflow particles.117

Notice that the presence of the acceleration potential can118

accelerate primary particles. Secondary particles are generated119

subsequently. Meanwhile, the density of secondary particles120

can be much higher than the Goldreich–Julian density. In121

the wind braking model, all the particles injected into the122

magnetosphere from the acceleration region are defined as123

primary particles.124

If we assume that the maximum potential for a rotating125

dipole is given by ∆V = µΩ2/c2, it can be shown that the126

rotational energy loss rate reads127

Ėwind =
2µ2Ω4

3c3 3ζ
∆v
∆V

cos2 φ, (2)

where µ = 1/2BR3 is the magnetic dipole moment (B is the128

magnetic field strength at the magnetic pole of the star and R129

is the neutron star radius), Ω is the rotational frequency, and φ130

the inclination angle between rotation and magnetic axes.131

On the other hand, as it is well known, pulsars also lose132

energy via the classic magnetic dipole radiation (Padmanabhan133

2001; Landau & Lifshitz 1975). The magnetic dipole radiation134

and the outflow of particle wind may contribute independently.135

Then, the total rotational energy loss rate is given by (Kou &136

Tong 2015; Tong & Kou 2017)137

Ė =
2µ2Ω4

3c3

(
sin2 φ + 3ζ

∆v
∆V

cos2 φ

)
=

2µ2Ω4

3c3 χ. (3)

We note that if the acceleration potential ∆v = 0, there are no138

particles accelerated in the gap, the pulsar is just braking down139

by the magnetic dipole radiation. Here χ is a dimensionless140

function that can be viewed as the dimensionless spin-down141

torque. The expressions of χ for different acceleration models142

had been very well studied by Kou & Tong (2015) [see Table143

2 therein for various acceleration models]. In fact, the χ pa-144

rameter depends on the particle acceleration model adopted.145

Here, we will use the vacuum gap (VG) model with curvature146

radiation (CR) (see Ruderman & Sutherland 1975).147

We shall surmise in this work that the total energy of the148

star is provided by its rotational counterpart, Erot = IΩ2/2, and149

its change is attributed to both Ėwind and the magnetic dipole150

radiation. Thus, from Eq 3, the evolution of the rotational151

frequency of a star is given by152

Ω̇ = −
B2R6Ω3

6Ic3 χCR
VG, (4)

with153

χCR
VG = sin2 φ +

 4.96 × 102ζ
(
1 − Ωdeath

Ω

)
B−8/7

12 Ω−15/7

if Ω > Ωdeath
0 if Ω < Ωdeath,

(5)

where the term in parentheses account for the pulsar death, and154

B12 is the surface magnetic field in units of 1012 G. Notice that155

in the above equation, the term cos2 φ, which appears in Eq156

2, is now omitted. In Tong & Kou (2017), the authors argue157

that cos2 φ may not appear, in accordance with magnetospheric158

simulations performed by Li et al. (2012).159

Consequently, the effect of pulsar death can be incorporated160

in the rotational energy loss rate and must be considered in161

modelling the long-term rotational evolution of the pulsar.162

Note that when a pulsar is dead (Ω < Ωdeath), it is braked163

only by magnetic dipole radiation, i.e., χCR
VG = sin2 φ. Then,164

following the same procedure of (Contopoulos & Spitkovsky165

2006; Kou & Tong 2015), the death period (Pdeath = 2π/Ωdeath)166

is defined as167

Pdeath = 2.8
( B
1012G

)1/2 (
Vgap

1012V

)−1/2

s. (6)

The inclination angle φ is allowed to evolve over time, and168

following Tong & Kou (2017), the evolution of φ reads169

φ̇ = −
B2R6Ω2

6Ic3 sin φ cos φ (7)

As already mentioned, the energy carried away by the dipole170

radiation and the relativistic particles originates from the rota-171

tional kinetic energy, the loss rate of which is IΩΩ̇.172

Recall that the braking index is defined by,173

n =
ΩΩ̈

Ω̇2
. (8)

It is interesting to note that the braking index implicitly174

depends on the magnetic field B, the inclination angle φ, and175

particle density ζ.176

3. STATISTICAL MODEL FOR CRAB AND VELA177

In Kou & Tong (2015) and, in particular and mainly in Tong178

& Kou (2017), one sees that the key parameters to appropriately179

model the pulsar spindown when considering a combination180

of magnetic dipole and particle wind brakes are B, φ and ζ.181

In a modelling for the Crab pulsar, Kou & Tong (2015)182

assume that B = 8.1×1012 G, φ = 55◦ and ζ = 103. Later, Tong183

& Kou (2017) adopt B ∼ 1012 G, φ = 60◦ and ζ = 102. The184
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authors argue that the primary particle density, ρe, of young185

pulsars is at least 80 times the ρGJ in the vacuum gap model.186

In fact, the particle density in the accelerating region could be187

∼ 103 to 104 times the Goldreich–Julian charge density (see188

also Yue et al. 2007). A much larger particle density than the189

Goldreich–Julian density in the pulsar magnetosphere is also190

found in other models and observations (Kou & Tong 2015;191

Tong & Kou 2017, and references therein).192

Differently from these and other previous studies, we con-193

sider for the first time in the literature a statistical modelling194

which includes a combination of a dipole magnetic and wind195

brakes. We argue that a robust way to adequately obtain and196

constrain φ, ζ and B is by mean of statistical analysis.197

According to the inferred observational range of inclination198

angles and characteristic magnetic fields, we are able to con-199

straint the range of values of φ and ζ for a particular pulsar.200

As a first application of our modelling we consider the widely201

known Crab and Vela pulsars.202

Here, we use the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)203

method to analyze the parameters θi = φ, ζ, B, building the204

posterior probability distribution function205

p(D|θ) ∝ exp
(
−

1
2
χ2

)
, (9)

where206

χ2 =
(n − nth

σn

)2
, (10)

where n, nth and σn are the observed braking index (median207

value), theoretical braking index and the uncertainties of the208

observed braking index (see Table 1), respectively.209

The goal of any MCMC approach is to draw M samples θi210

from the general posterior probability density211

p(θi, α|D) =
1
Z

p(θ, α)p(D|θ, α) , (11)

where p(θ, α) and p(D|θ, α) are the prior distribution and the212

likelihood function, respectively. Here, the quantities D and α213

are the set of observations and possible nuisance parameters.214

The amount Z is a normalization term. In order to constrain215

the baseline θi, let us assume estimates of the braking index216

parameters for the pulsars as follows: n = 2.51 ± 0.01 for Crab217

and n = 1.4 ± 0.2 for Vela (see Table 1).218

We perform the statistical analysis based on the emcee al-219

gorithm (see Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013), assuming the220

theoretical model described in Sec. 2 and the following pri-221

ors on the parameters baseline: first, we analyze both Vela222

and Crab with a uniform prior on the inclination angle to be223

φ ∈ [45◦, 70◦], which are consistent with observational con-224

straints (Lyne et al. 2013). As a second case, we consider a225

uniform prior φ ∈ [70◦, 90◦]. In fact, the shape of the beam of226

the Crab pulsar has been investigated over the past few years,227

resulting in a range of estimates of φ ∈ [45◦, 70◦] (see e.g.,228

Dyks & Rudak 2003; Harding et al. 2008; Watters et al. 2009;229

Du et al. 2012). Unfortunately, at present it is impossible to230

accurately determine the inclination angle of individual pulsars.231

Therefore, these issues are still under continuous debate (see232

e.g., Lander & Jones 2018; Novoselov et al. 2020).233

From the profile modeling, we can already get some infor-234

mation about the inclination angle. In fact, the braking index is235

not the only observational input, since preliminary information236

on φ is already known. Thus, we use this information as uni-237

form prior in our analysis. We are fitting the theoretical model238
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Fig. 1.— The parametric space at 38% CL and 68% CL, under the prior
consideration φ ∈ [45◦, 70◦] (Case I) and φ ∈ [70◦, 90◦] (Case II). Upper
panel: Vela Pulsar. Lower panel: Crab Pulsar. The parameter B is in units of
1012 G.

under an observational information quantified in terms of n,239

which represents in practical terms just one data point, with240

already known information on φ. Thus, we will maintain a241

conservative statistical limit in our results, and we will quantify242

our all analysis at 38% (∼0.5σ) and 68% (∼1σ) CL. In what243

follows, let us present a summary of our main results.244245

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS246

In the following we explore the parameter space φ, ζ and B247

with our MCMC approach, in order to constrain the probability248

distribution of these parameters that characterize the pulsar249

wind model. Then, we relaxed the value of B using a uniform250

prior with B ∈ [1, 100] in units of 1012 G. As a case study, in251

Fig. 1 we show the parametric space on the plan φ-ζ at 38%252

and 68% confidence level (CL), assuming φ ∈ [45◦, 70◦] (Case253

I) and φ ∈ [70◦, 90◦] (Case II).254

The age of a pulsar is a useful parameter, but it is difficult255
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TABLE 1
Period (P), its first derivative (Ṗ), surface magnetic field (B), braking index (n) and spindown (SD) age for the Vela and Crab pulsars.

Pulsar P (s) Ṗ (10−13 s/s) B (1012G)∗ n age (kyr)∗∗ Ref.
PSR B0833-45 (Vela) 0.089 1.25 6.8 1.4 ± 0.2 11.3 Lyne et al. (1996); Espinoza et al. (2017)
PSR B0531+21 (Crab) 0.033 4.21 7.5 2.51 ± 0.01 0.967 Lyne et al. (1993, 2015)

∗ B = 6.4 × 1019
√

PṖ G - for canonical parameters of M, R and I.
∗∗ For the Vela pulsar we use the spindown age = P/2Ṗ. However, we have adopted the true age for Crab pulsar, which is known to be just 967 yr because the Crab
supernova was observed in 1054 AD.

to get the age from observations. Here, we have used the256

values showed in Table 1. For the Vela pulsar we adopted the257

spindown age. This age is in good agreement with independent258

age estimators (e.g., proper motion and SNR age). It is worth259

mentioning that the different age estimates for both pulsars do260

not practically influence our statistical modeling.261

For the Vela pulsar, we find ζ = 1280+350
−630 and ζ = 990+320

−570262

at 1σ CL from the Case I and II, respectively. For this infer-263

ence, we find B = 6.5+3.1
−4.4 × 1012G and B = 6.8+2.5

−5.1 × 1012G264

for the the Case I and II, respectively. Now, for the Crab pul-265

sar, we find ζ = 1002+83
−76 and ζ = 600+160

−100 at 1σ CL from266

the Case I and II, respectively, with B = 6.6+1.2
−1.7 × 1012G and267

B = 7.3+2.1
−4.3 × 1012G from the case I and II, respectively. Note268

that the mean value of the B parameter can present statistical269

fluctuations along the MCMC analysis. But, as expected, these270

fluctuations are completely compatible with the input value.271

As previous mentioned the characteristic (inferred) magnetic272

field from the classical magnetic dipole radiation is subject to273

some uncertainties. To take into account the magnetic field274

effects in our results, we have relaxed B using a uniform prior275

with B ∈ [1, 100] in units of 1012G. Nevertheless, it is worth276

mentioning that up to now, attempts to estimate the magnetic277

field strength in isolated pulsars through the measurement of278

cyclotron resonance features, as successfully done for accret-279

ing pulsars, have been inconclusive.280

Fig. 2 shows the reconstruction at 1σ CL of the braking281

index n as a function of time for Vela and Crab, on the left and282

right panel, respectively. The reconstruction is done applying283

standard propagation of error on Eq. (8) from the best fit values284

obtained in our analysis within the case φ ∈ [45◦, 70◦]. Fig. 3285

shows the reconstruction for the second case, φ ∈ [70◦, 90◦].286

In all of our analysis, we discard the first 10% steps of the287

chain as burn-in. We follow the Gelman-Rubin convergence288

criterion (Gelman & Rubin 1992), checking that all parameters289

in our chains had good convergence.290

5. FINAL REMARKS291

There are in the literature several alternatives to the magnetic292

dipolar brake to explain the pulsar spindown, among them the293

pulsar wind model, where a wind of particles coming from the294

pulsar itself can carry part of its rotational kinetic energy. We295

have seen that such a spindown mechanism depend critically296

on three parameters, namely, the dipole magnetic field, the297

angle between the magnetic and rotation axes, and the density298

of primary particles of the pulsar’s magnetosphere.299

Differently from a series of previous articles in this sub-300

ject, we consider for the first time in the literature a statistical301

modelling which includes a combination of a dipole magnetic302

and particle wind brakes. Although in general there is a de-303

pendence of all the parameters on the pulsars, we used here,304

without loss of generality and for the sake of exemplification,305

only the vacuum gap model for the particle acceleration. We306

emphasize that this same approach can be applied regardless307

of the choice of the acceleration model. As a result, we are308

able to constrain the three relevant parameters of this model,309

i.e., B, φ and ζ, in particular for Crab and Vela pulsars. This310

study ought to lay the groundwork for future research on the311

fundamental parameters of pulsar wind model and also particle312

acceleration.313
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Fig. 2.— Statistical reconstruction at 1σ CL of the braking index n as a function of time for Vela and Crab, on the left and right panel, respectively (Case I). The
error bar in black represent the n measurements.
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